
OsstellConnect is currently a free*, dentist focused, all-in-one cloud-solution, offering the  
best way for dental professionals to collect and analyze their dental implant treatments. 

With seamless integration to Osstell ISQ devices and hosting the largest anonymized database of  
deployed implant treatments, among all of its features, it can help you optimize healing protocols,  
ease communication of treatments with your patients and yield higher approval rate. Get insights  
on how to optimize dental treatments together with other OsstellConnect professionals, which  
will benefit both your patients and your team.

OsstellConnect - Always evolving
Right now OsstellConnect delivers a multitude 
of functionalities, seamlessly integrated in the 
Osstell ISQ technology, that help you to commu-
nicate the procedure in an easy-to-understand 
manner to your patient. OsstellConnect also 
manages and analyzes the progress of an implant 
procedure and keeps all in the team on track with 
the process. And the system keeps evolving! 
New modules and functions are coming online on 
a regular basis. This includes in the coming years 
a planned expansion to a community sourced 
knowledge base and much more. 

visit www.osstellconnect.com today to join!
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* free of charge for all Osstell Beacon and Osstell IDx users

Enhance your dental implant treatments with 

OsstellConnect



OsstellConnect
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Actionable insights 
OsstellConnect is a tool to help you track your 
statistics to understand and enhance treatment 
methods and success. Get access to clinical 
insights, for example healing time and failures 
for different protocols and patients to help you 
plan the best course of treatment.

ConsultationTool 
A new valuable feature in OsstellConnect is 
the ConsultationTool. A user-friendly and 
detailed software tool that helps you present 
individualized treatment options, with the 
included steps, to your patients. Its purpose is  
to help you make your patients feel confident 
with the offered treatment.

Share with patients/referrals
A way to add to the reassurance and confidence  
of patients about the success of their treatment  
is to hand over a printed copy of the implant 
stability report. The patients can keep the report 
and use it for explaining the treatment status 
to others. Similar reports are also available for 
sharing with your referring clinicians.

 

John Smith

Visit www.osstellconnect.com to join
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Get everybody on the same page
The data you collect in OsstellConnect is always yours and can easily be exported in a variety of formats 
to send to referral doctors or team members outside OsstellConnect. The ConsultationTool has a handout 
feature that generates step-by-step slides that can be printed or sent to the patient as a pdf file.

Communicate easily with 
the new ConsultationTool 
With the new ConsultationTool in OsstellConnect  
you can easily describe the different steps of a  
proposed procedure in a science-based, easy-
to-understand way from surgery to final restoration 
with estimations of time between the different  
procedures. This helps ease the anxiety of the  
patient not feeling confident of the situation as  
can commonly occur.
 

Take control over your data
OsstellConnect collects and presents data around 
all aspects of the implant procedure, with clear and 
easy-to-understand graphs to help you and your 
team manage and improve treatment.


